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Abstract
The increased use of personal computers in the 1980's has contributed to a sudden aware
ness of typefaces. This type consciousness has spread not only through the graphic arts
industry, but beyond, to people who never before gave much thought to typefaces and
their use. Now they are using them and making decisions regarding their use on a daily
basis. Graphic artists and designers now have the tools on their desktops that give them the
capability to create professional-quality digital type fonts.
Even with all the attention and discussion given to the subject of typefaces, there has been
no place, either academic or commercial, where one could study the technical, aesthetic,
historic, legal, or marketing aspects of alphabets and typefaces. For these reasons, the
Center for Typeface Studies (now the Goudy International Center for Font Technology
and Aesthetics) was established in the School ofPrinting Management and Sciences at the
Rochester Institute ofTechnology.
As a thirteen year employee of the Instructional Design and Evaluation Department at the
National Technical Institute for the Deaf and a typography and design major, I felt I could
bring much to such a project, as well as learn a great deal about the development of
corporate style and the design of documents. To be involved in the establishment of the
Center's working business and marketing plan and the fact that the new Center is so
gready needed contributed to the excitement of this project.
As part of the new center's marketing plan, the Goudy Center needed several graphic
elements and promotional pieces developed, designed, and produced. It was these pieces
that were the products of this thesis project.
(v)
Introduction
(slides i - 9)
This past year the Goudy International Center for Font Technology and Aesthetics
was established in the School ofPrinting Management and Sciences at the Rochester
Institute ofTechnology. It is the only world-wide center for dissemination of information
about type, its history, its development, and its use in documents. The center offers
courses, workshops, research, and information focusing on type, type design, and its use in
the design of documents.
My thesis project was to develop a Center style or "look"and to design and produce the
promotional materials as needed by the Goudy Center. These included:
Typeface selection
Serif and sans serif
Logo design/selection
Letterhead, envelope, business cards
Paper selection
Advisory Committee Prospectus
Typographic Design Workshop brochure
Spring/Summer Type Workshops brochure
Informational brochure and membership information
Membership certificate
Newsletter name selection and front page design
The materials are discussed in a chronological order and will include a brief description of
the features of the specific piece and the production specifications.
Typeface Selection
(slides 10 - 15)
The first step was to select a serif and sans serif typeface to be used as
"house"
typefaces.
I wanted a very classic, traditional type of design for the materials I would produce, at least
in the beginning of the Center's development.
Serif Typeface. Centaur and Arrighi
I wanted the following elements available to me in whatever serif typeface I selected:
Old style figures
True small caps
True fractions
Ligatures
Swash caps
Alternate characters
Some ornaments
Ability to use as both a text and display face
With these elements in mind, I needed a font that had an expert set. Knowing what was
available and which were my favorites, I narrowed the selection to Centaur and Caslon,
and ultimately went with Centaur because of its elegant and more distinctive look.
The Centaur typeface was designed by Bruce Rogers (1870 - 1957), for the Monotype
Company, and introduced in 1929. The italic type, which is actually named Arrighi, was
designed by Frederic Warde (1894 - 1939) ca. 1925 after Ludovico degli Arrighi's original
italic type of 1524.
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Typeface Selection (continued)
Sans Serif Typeface. Myriad and Myriad Italic Multiple Master
Myriad and Myriad Italic make up this versatile two-axis Multiple Master typeface family,
which allows the creation of fonts varying in weight and (set) width. This revolutionary
font technology allows for great typographic control and flexibility. Myriad is a sans serif
typeface family and through this new technology can be generated in any weight and/or
set width from Light Condensed to Black set extended. Most typical contemporary fonts
offer only a few weights and two set widths. Myriad Multiple Master, with its weight axis,
allows users to create literally hundreds of weights from light to black to meet specific
needs. This Multiple Master typeface also offers a (set) width axis, which allows for
condensed and set extended (expanded) fonts without resorting to the artificial condensing
or expanding that is found in some computer software packages.
Myriad is highly legible and has a modern and progressive look or feeling. The ascenders
are taller than the caps, a characteristic I prefer in a sans serif typeface.The face has
assymmetrical bowl shapes and varying letter widths. The italic is a true classical italic, not
an obliqued version of the roman. It was designed for reproduction on high as well as low
resolution output devices.
It was designed in 1992 for Adobe by Robert Slimbach and Carol Twombly. Fred Brady
and Sumner Stone were also part of the original development team.
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Logo Design/Selection
(slide 16)
When first thinking about what to use as a logo (the name was The Frederic W. Goudy
International Center for Typeface Studies) I began playing with the entire name or with
acronyms. I quickly decided that the name was far to long to take that approach. I started
looking at Goudy-designed typefaces such as Goudy Old Style and tried to work with the
initial G (cap Goudy Old Style) and make a simple constructed letterform
"G"
with basic
geometries for a logo. In searching for typefaces or decorative initials that were designed
by Goudy in an ATF specimen book from the 20's, I found that Cloister initials were
designed by Frederic Goudy. The G is especially beautiful and seemed like an ideal choice.
In addition it seemed to complement the typefaces I had chosen as house faces - Centaur,
Arrighi, and Myriad.
To use the Cloister G logo in documents and designs, I scanned the original specimen
book and am able to successfully use as a TIFF file in both QuarkXPress and Aldus
PageMaker. I later found that the font had been digitized as eps files and was available for
Macintosh. When I tried them, I found that I liked the scanned version better as it was
lighter and had better detail compared with the original book.
My original ideas were too complicated and I felt that the simpler solution was more
effective. I am a great believer that when it comes to design -"less is more". I like the square
shape of the initial and the fact it works well with the classic, traditional style of the
designs. It also allows the option to use other Cloister initial caps as a graphic element in
other places in the text of documents and tie in to the logo.
Letterhead
(slides 17 & 18)
Paper: Beckett Concept 24 lb writing
Paper color: Desert Haze
Ink colors: Black, until budget permits two color
Printing Method: Laser Printer, until budget permits offset
Binding: Single sheet &V2 x n
The letterhead was designed first. My earlier arrangements were very symmetrical, centered,
and boring.With the long names of the center, school, and college, an address, and phone
and fax numbers, I decided to divide the page into two vertical sections and work with a
more interesting and assymmetrical design.
The final design uses a narrow column (6 picas) running down the left side. It is headed by
the logo; the sender's name and title; a "fold-to" ornament (also lines up to salutation); the
school and college name, address and phone numbers. The Myriad type in its narrowest
instance was ideal for this. With all this information in the narrow column at the left, it
allowed me to nicely head the right column where the letter would be written with the
name of the center, letterspaced, using interpoints or centerpoints between words.
It was important while designing the letterhead to keep in mind that it would ideally be
printed two color. But for budget reasons, it needs to be able to be printed directly in the
laserprinter along with the letter and still be visually pleasing.
With this design, the point size and leading of the body of the letter need to be 11 on 14
and need to start with the date lining up with the first line of type of the left column
(sender's name). If there is a four line name and address, a triple return is needed after it
for the salutation to line up with the "fold
to"
ornament. If the name, company name and
address is 5 lines, a double return is needed to accomplish the correct alignment.
Envelope
(slides 19 & 20)
Paper: Beckett Concept
Paper color: Desert Haze
Ink colors: Black, until budget permits two color
Printing Method: Laserprinter, until budget permits offset
The envelope is set up much like the letterhead, with the logo, school and college names,
and address in a narrow vertical column down the left end of a no. aio envelope all in
Myriad condensed for a very vertical feeling. The name of the center is "strung
horizontally in Centaur all caps, letterspaced slightly, with the words seperated by
interpoints. The only difference on the envelope is that this horizontal line of type falls
(cap line) from a horizontal line even with the top of the Cloister initial G instead of
resting on a base line extended horizontally from the bottom of the Cloister G
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Business Cards
(slides 20 & 21)
Paper: Beckett Concept 80 lb Cover
Paper color: Desert Haze
Ink colors: Black, until budget permits two color offset
Printing Method: Laserprinter, until budget permits offset
In keeping with the strong vertical columns of the letterhead and envelopes, I decided
I wanted a vertical card, but still the standard 2x3% inches.
Again, the problem was the amount of information on this card and the long names of the
center, school and college. I wanted a strong vertical card with the logo prominent. But
because the names were so long, the card began to have too many elements. I thought it
would be more interesting to integrate or intertwine the name of the center with the names
of the school and college, and the address. The Myriad condensed Multiple Master was
ideal in that it not only allowed the names to fit on a vertical card, it also strengthened the
vertical feel of the entire letterhead, envelope, and business card package.
The contrast ofboth weight and posture between the Center name and its address allow
this card to still work when printed in just a single color if budget necessitates. I feel the
condensed Myriad in this element of the design gives the card a very contemporary feel
and the small addition of the Centaur type and old style figures adds a nice touch of
contrast to the sans serifMyriad.
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Advisory Committee Prospectus
(slides 22-31)
Body paper: Carnival Offset
Paper color: Colonial white
Cover: Strathmore Grandee Marina Teal 80 lb Cover
Ink color: Black
Output: Linotronic 2400 dpi
Printing Method: Xerox, Laserprinter
Binding: Hand sewn, hand trimmed 8/4 x 11
This piece was produced to give to the members of the proposed Advisory Committee as
an informational brochure before their initial meeting. Its purpose was to describe the need
for The Goudy Center, tell why RJT would be an ideal location, offer a proposed budget,
and show that there was strong support for such a center in the type community. I wanted
each copy to have a personal touch. Since we only needed about forty brochures, it was
feasible to hand sew each one and apply a personalized paper label to the front of each
book. I kept in mind that this piece would be a prototype for the later, mass produced
Center informational brochure that would be given to people asking for information about
the center or for membership information.
I wanted a formal or traditional look to the design This meant justified type, use of some
simple borders, and an element that I don't see much - hung punctuation. Other elements
used in this publication that add to a very
"historical"
feeling are large Swash caps, orna
ments as pilcrows, old style figures, large and small caps, and a
"tapered" line measure
toward the end of the copy, finished by a lone acorn ornament (pages I and 3).
Other than the letters of support which were reduced by photostat and pasted-up, the
pages were output at 2400 dpi and the mechanicals were Xerox copied. The 11 x 17 sheets
were hand folded and sewn with an inserted vellum interleaf. The vellum was a classy
touch and more interesting than another blank sheet of paper. The strong cover color was
a nice (contemporary) contrast to the very traditional design.
Typographic DesignWorkshop Brochure
(slides 32 - 36)
Paper: Carnival Offset 70 lb Text
Paper color: Colonial white
Ink colors: Black
Output: Linotronic 2400 dpi
Printing Method: Offset
Binding: Two fold, three panel 4x9
Again, this very traditional, historical design uses only the serifCentaur typeface and many
of the same elements used in the Prospectus that add to its overall feeling.The cover is
very strong and uses a border made from small squares that echo the Cloister G logo.
The brochure is well organized and makes information easy to find. It's easy to read with
the left two inside panels showing simply what the course is, the instructor, meeting times,
course description and a short faculty biography. Information about registration and travel
are conveniently together on the back.
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Spring/Summer Type Workshops Brochure
(slides 37-41)
Paper: Neenah Environment 80 lb Text
Paper color: Moonrock
Ink colors: pms 3298 (green) and pms 548 (blue)
Printing Method: Offset
Binding: n X 17 sheet, two fold for 5V2 x 8V2 finished mailing size
This brochure has an entirely different look (more contemporary in feel), although there is
still a hint on the cover of the traditional type usage.
The use of the condensed Myriad helps to create strong vertical columns to organize
workshop descriptions and schedules. It makes good use of the typographic palette and
contrast to help readability of the columns of text. In the daily schedules, the use of a
slight indention (keeping the times far left), and the use of the second color also help in
the organization of the information presented. I decided to use ragged right for this part of
the piece to add a little white space, as there was a great deal of copy and the text needed a
little breathing room.
The cover uses large type packed tight, two colors, and a reverse to give a very strong, solid
feeling and set up the space that will be used for the descriptive copy about the Center and
its mission. The use of the Cloister T is a nice tie-in with the logo as used in the return
address on the back selfmailer.
Informational Brochure and Membership Information
(slides 42 - 46)
PaperMohawk Ticonderoga Laid 70 lb Text (Body)
Neenah UV/Ultra II 17 lb (Interleaf)
Crosspointe Passport Felt 80 lb Cover (Cover)
Paper color: Colonial white (text) and Sandstone (cover)
Ink colors: Black
Printing Method: Xerox Docutech Publishing System
Binding: Saddle stitch, 8V2 x 11 finish size
This is basically a remake of the Prospectus, but intended for mass production rather than
the personalized, hand-made version for the Advisory Committee members. It also con
tains different information. However, we do intend to try to personalize the paper label on
the front cover as long as we are able to keep up with requests nice touch. It uses
borders to indicate "special" pages that are different from the regular body copy.
For this edition, I chose a cover paper and color that was more harmonious to the piece,
both in color and feel. It also uses vellum as the interleaf instead of the usual text paper.
The brochure was produced on the Xerox Docutech publishing system. This necessitated a
transfer from the Macintosh PageMaker file to a Post Script DOS file. The media reader
of the Docutech system needs this to produce the job digitally rather than from hard copy
like a copier. The quality when tested from hard copy was far inferior to the digital
version.
Membership Certificate
(slides 47 & 48)
Paper. Mohawk Ticonderoga Laid 70 lb Text
Paper color: Colonial white
Ink colors: Black
Printing Method: Laserprinter
Binding: Single sheet 8V2 x 11
This certificate is designed in keeping with the style of the other materials produced for
the Goudy Center. It uses a formal, traditional, very clean design with the use ofmany
"old techniques. The introduction of the chancery italic Poetica for the name of the
member or member organization uses a Swash cap
"I"
and terminal lowercase "n" in the
International Typeface Corporation example.
The piece uses a balance of typesizes and typographic palette, as well as other design
elements such as the Cloister G and horizontal ornament.
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Newsletter Name Selection and Front Page Design
(slides 49 & 50)
Paper: Beckett Concept
Paper color: Desert Haze
Ink colors: Black
Printing Method: Laserprinter for now, but offset when budget allows for two color
Binding: Single fold, finish size 8V2 x 11
The name "Centerpoints" is ideal for a newsletter from the international center for type.
There's the double meaning of the word points.The term centerpoint is another word for
an interpoint, a calligraphic or typographic term for a period or other small mark that is
incorporated into the letterforms or between letters or words to fill space and give the type
a more even color.
Different cases are used to differentiate the two parts of the newsletter name. Centerpoints
are used in the letter "O" and between words throughout the name of the center. I used
the capabilities ofMyriad Multiple Master technology to create an
"instance"
ofMyriad
between two given weights so that the weight of
"points"
exactly matches the weight of
the Arrighi lowercase "center". This makes the difference between the two parts more
subtle.
The design makes great use ofwhite space. It is introduced around the title of the newslet
ter, the tide of the front page article, in the pull quote, and by increased leading in the
feature sidebar. I prefer the assymetrical design, electing to not use three equal columns. It
provides wider columns and allows for the
"feature"
column for quotes or feature news
running down the narrow lefthand column. There is contrast between the ragged right in
the left column and the justified body copy. Again, this introduces more white space for an
airier, lighter feeling. A simple drop cap is condensed to echo the narrowness of the left
column.The Cloister G heads the left feature sidebar. This and the stone look of the paper
add to the historical flavor of the piece.
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Summary
This project offered an exciting opportunity for me to develop the
"corporate"
style for
the newly created Goudy International Center for FontTechnology and Aesthetics at RIT.
It gave me the chance to design in a very formal and traditional style that I had not worked
with much before. It was also the first time I developed or produced anything on the scale
of a booklet with several pages (the prospectus and informational brochures).
Even more exciting was the fact that the Goudy Center is a real place and that this work is
really being used. It was interesting that my thesis advisor, Professor Archie Provan, was
also my client, the Director of the Center. I think this was very beneficial to me as a
student, as it gave me more access to the knowledge he has.
I think the materials developed and produced had a very cohesive, consistent "look",
designed in a very similar style incorporating many of the same design elements. The same
typefaces, papers, and type attributes also add to this look.
I feel quite pleased with all the pieces produced. Each had its own challenges and I think
I have been successful in answering them.
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Appendix
Appendix
Centaur and Arrighi Character Sets
Centaur Regular
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz&O 123456789
^AAAA3<>fifl|-,_CE%oAEAEE0 "'IIIIOO OUUUg iA~"<Y
i< <T'ao-oe 'f"A0 "'afl/- "-i...se c ~la +\<
!@#$%A&*()_+{ }:"<>?- |
Centaur Bold
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz&O 1 23456789
^EAAA/n<>fifl{0-,CE%oAEAEE0 "lillOO OUUUC i~"<Y
U <fi0-oe
'f"A0"'afi/-
-<...* c ~n -^.tm
!@#$%A&*()_+{ }:"<>?- |
Arrighi Regular
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz&O 1 23456789
&AAA/b<>$}o;<E%oAAEk0 '"iliidd duuuc i'~~<y
/@#5%A^*0-+{ }"<>'- 1
Arrighi Bold
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz&O 1 23456789
mAAAm<>0P>(E%oAeAee0 '"iiliOo duuuc t~d?
;iC'-a> 'f~Ae '"afi
/'
>...* f ~/z r>
.'@#s%A&<*0-+
{}"<>'- 1
Centaur Alternate Italic
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz&O 1 23456789
MAAAMofijlto;(E%oAEAEE0 '"111100 OUUUG t'"^Y
< <[*'- or 'f"A0 '"afi
f'
-i... / -/*
- '#
!@#$%*&*0-+i }-"<>-p~ I
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Appendix
Centaur and Arrighi Expert Character Sets
Centaur Expert
v* y2%% 3/8%% v3 %QRfffi flffiffiD
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz&oi 234 56789
vraI234567890-ertiosdl " ~ t bnm,., ..
1234567890 03 Y
" *
0 J> A5$f'Lj>^l
C~
,.!"
!<5(j$$A&..()-.CRp:"rI
Centaur Bold Expert
#&%%%%%%% Q_ ff fi A ffi ffl
OI23456789
riI234S67 8 90-ertiodlbnm,.jj
I234S67890 *,.
Arrighi Expert
0123436789
ml 234 56 7 890-ertioslUbnmt.yy
1234567890$(,.
Arrighi Bold Expert
0123436789
ral234567 890erticsil(tnm,.^
12 34} 67 89
0 (($(,. ((
<$s. . O- . Rf:l
Centaur Swash Italic
JV(PFgMZJ1U^WC^TVV\VJC-Y'2i
a2 ft ? g k^ sp r~sl r y "w ^ cf
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Appendix
Myriad Character Set
Myriad Condensed (Light, regular, semibold, bold, and black)
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz&0123456789
AAA/nofifir-,Ct%oAEAEE0'"[Tll(3oDuOUCi""""iY
iC1-a-oe't"A0'"3B/ -,. . .?~pv
%a&*()_+{}:"<>?~|
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz&0123456789
/EAAA/nofifl*0-,C%oAEAEE0"'fril(3OfJOODgAiY
jC1l'ao-oe't'A0'"aB/-
"-.... ae^~jj-=-
!@#$%a&*()_+{}:"<>?~|
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz&0123456789
/EAAA/Hofl*.,do/ooAEAEE0",nnd66OOOCiA'"iY
,C1I-ao-oe't"A0"'ae/--....ae5~|j^-'
!@#$%a&*()_+{}:"<>?~|
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz&0123456789
/EAAA/nofif|*.,(E%oAEAEi0"'lTfld66uOug""'iY
jTM<1|.ao_oe't"A0"'iB/--....ae?~M^-'
!@#$%a&*()_+{}:"<>?~|
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz&OI23456789
AAA/n<>fifl*0-,CE%oAtA6E0"irn666OOO?i<Y
|<1l'o-<B'trA0'"aB/--i...ae?~M-5-"
!@#$%A&*()_+{}:"<>?~|
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AppendIX
Myriad Character Set
Myriad Normal (Light, regular, semibold, bold, and black)
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz&01 23456789
/EAAA/nofifit0-,CE%oAENAEE0"O6UUOcr~"iY>>
iC1-ao-ce't"A0'"3(]/-<>^...ae5~|j-\<
!@#$%a&*0_+{}:"<>?~|
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz&OI 23456789
^AAA/nofifit0-CE%oAEAE0'"fri1OOOOOUc;r""iY
iCH*ao-oe't"A0'"aB/-o^...ae?~ij^
!@#$%a&*()_+{}:"<>?~|
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz&01 23456789
/EAAA/nofifl*0-,CE%oAEAEE0"'iTri6o6uOugr""iY
iC1lao-oe't"A0'"aB/-1...ae?~|jV
!@#$%a&*()_+{}:"<>?~|
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz&01 23456789
AtAAA/aofifl*0-,CE%oAEAFiE0"'ilii66dUUUCi *Y
i<1l*ao-oe't"A0"'aC/-i...aec~M^
!@#$%a&*()_+{}:"<>?~|
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz&OI 23456789
^AAA/aofifl*0.,CEw%oAEAE-E0'"mi666OOOCi *Y
j<flao-'t*'A0"'aB/**i...a9c~u**
!@#$%a&*()_+{}:"<>?~|
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Appendix
Myriad Character Set
Myriad Set Extended (Light, regular, semibold, bold, and black)
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz&OI 23456789
/EAAA/n<>fif|+-,d%oAEAEE0"'[fflOOQuOOcr"7Y
jCH-ao-ce't"A0"'B/--1...aec~M-\<
!@#$%a&*0_+0:"<>?~|
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz&OI 23456789
/EAAA/nofifl*0-,CE%oAeAEE0"'fri1OOoOOugr--7Y
|C1l'ao-oe't"A0'"aB/o-....aec~ijH-\<
!@#$%a&*()_+{}:"<>?~|
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz&OI 23456789
/EAAA/nofifl+0.,CE%oAEAEE0"'irri6o6uOucr"iY
iC1l-ao-ce't"A0"'aB/-....a35~u^
!@#$%a&*()_+{}:"<>?~|
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz&OI 23456789
/EAAA/Hofifl*0,CE%oAEAeE0"'lTfl666UUUCi iY
i<1lao-ce't"A0"'iB/o-i...aec~M-5-'
!@#$%a&*()_+{}:"<>?~|
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz&OI 23456789
yeAAA/ofifl*.fCEf,%oAEAeE0'"fTTI666OOuci *Y
!C1lao-ce't"A0"'aB/*-i...aBC~M+'
!@#$%a&*()_+{}:"<>7~|
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Appendrx
Myriad Italic Character Set
Myriad Condensed Italic (Light, regular, semibold, bold, and black)
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz&OI23456789
/EMA/n<m\(E,yootiM0',fil6ddLiuucr ~";Y
jmC1'ao-ce 't"A0"W "->... a?f~//V
!@t$%*&*()_+{}:'<>?~\
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz&0123456789
/EAAA/n<>fjflt;CE%oAEAEE0'"(ril6ddOLWCi
" "
7Y
j(1--oe 't"*0"'aBf
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Appendix
Myriad Italic Character Set
Myriad Italic Normal (Light, regular, semibold, bold, and black)
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AppendIX
Myriad Italic Character Set
Myriad Italic Set Extended (Light, regular, semibold, bold, and black)
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THE-GOUDY'INTERNATIONAL-CENTER-FOR-FONT-TECHNOLOGY'AND 'AESTHETICS
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If Dear Peter,
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Printing
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and Sciences
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Technology
One
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I want to thank you again very much foryour generous contribution to the Goudy
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to the Goudy International Center for Font.
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for Font.
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International Center
for FONTTECHNOLOGY AND AESTHETICS
1?
Rochester Institute ofTechnology
College of Imaging Arts and Sciences
School ofPrinting Management and Sciences
INTRODUCTION
KlT5^ MB'iJzV^ heGoudy International Center for Font
Technology andAesthetics is the firstworld
wide independent resource center for dis
semination of information about type, its
history, development, and its use in documents, and is
housed in the School ofPrintingManagement and Sciences
atRochester InstituteofTechnology.The Center offers cour
ses addressing a broad range of technical, aesthetic, historic,
and legal aspects ofalphabets and typefaces, including those
from both Western and non-Western cultures, as well as
offering courses focused on the typography and design of
documents. Amajor area ofconcern in the Center's courses
and research is the development ofmulticultural document
creation skills. If Included in the Center's plans are indus
try-sponsored design workshops, research and information
dissemination, and outreach programs. Future projects in
clude expansion into font metrics and electronic inter
change. At the Goudy Center individuals and companies
can learn to create quality documents, in both hard
and soft form. The Center provides access to all
forms of image setting, from hot
metal to digital.
if
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RATIONALE
fifty years ago, typeface design was metal-based, and experience in a
foundry was virtually the only method availablefor mastering it. Until
very recently, the production of a document a newsletter, manual or
book was a collective effort of specialists: the designer or author, the
typesetter, the printer, for example. If Today, typeface design and page
design are electronic, and computer software exists that allows almost
anyone not only to create typefaces, but also to design, typeset, andproduce
aprinted document. This burgeoning technology needs to bemanagedwith
effective teaching, so that those designing typefaces and those using type in
creating documents can translate their ideas into usable, quality
products, i There has never been a time when typefaces and subjectmatter
related to typefaces have been the subject ofmore discussion andconcern than
today. Fhtring the ig&o's the increased use of the personal computer
contributed to a sudden awareness andproliferation of typefaces. This type
consciousness has spread rapidly beyond the traditional graphic arts
industry. The thousand or so composing rooms that once housed nearly all
typeface activity have been rather suddenly supplemented by the personal
computer. People who nevergave much thought to typefaces and their use,
such as secretaries, executives, and writers, now use them daily. In
addition, designers andgraphic artists now have tools available on their
deskswhichprovide them with the opportunity to createprofessionalquality
digitalfonts, a capability once confined to typefoundries. If Coupledwith
-4-
RATIONALE
this increased interest in typefaces is an awareness of them on the printed
page. With the advent of desktop publishing software, the individual has
potentially complete control over thefinal appearance ofa document. The
desktop publisher creating documents must be a generalist, applying
knowledge of design, typography, typefaces, typesetting, color, imposition,
estimating, and printing processes. The Goudy Center is the place where
individuals, companies, and students can develop these skills. If In a report
on the 1992 September Seybold Conference, Graphic Communications
World (lo/j/91) warned that "one casualty of theDTP revolution is apt
to be quality typography. . . the mass market DTP thrust isflooding the
scenewith such low costfonts that they now come bundled in otherprograms
for use by buyers who don't know. . . an iota aboutgood type design/usage.
All the typefoundries are unfortunately contracting their businesses, as bad
type drives out thegood; software that lets users create their own typefonts
doesn't help either. . . These users need guidance not only in type
design and usage but also in learning how to produce a quality document.
The Goudy International Centerfor Font Technology and Aesthetics serves
the needs of theforty million personal computer users worldwide type
designers, desktop publishers, anyone who uses type and creates docu
ments as the only such center in the world, academic or otherwise, where
it is possible to study the technical, ctsthetic, historic, legal, and marketing
aspects of alphabets, typefaces, and document design, "f
Resources of Rochester Institute ofTechnology
CUhe School ofPrintingManagement and Sciences at Rochester Institute of
Technology is in an extremely advantageous position to house the very first
center devoted to the study of type and document design, at a time when
advances in typeface creation and the democratization oftype generation and
desktop publishing systems make such a center absolutely essential. No
facility in the country can boast the combination offaculty expertise, industry
involvement, and superb technical resources that Rochester Institute of
Technology has to offer such a center. The Goudy Center benefits from the
participation or availability of:
l The Melbert B.Cary, Jr. Graphic Arts Collection, under the direction
ofDavid Pankow, Curator, with its extensive type specimen collection and
examples of typography.
2. The Association for Font Information Interchange (afii), with its
potential throughworld-wide industry contacts and representation, to aid in
the acquisition ofthe necessary equipment, software, personnel, and financial
support. AFII currently has 35 percent of the world's languages
"captured"
electronically in one typeface. Particularly, it ismaking an effort towork with
the Oriental languages, which pose special typeface challenges. AFII will be
the only organization in theworld that has typefaces in the same size available
for all languages. The Center currently participates in AFII with personnel
and research support, including active involvement in expanding the reper
toire ofAnnex A9541-1, as well as with East Asian glyph reconciliation.
3. An international community ofstudents and I acuity atRITwhowill be able
to assist in the creation ,uiJ evaluation of foreign language types.
Resources of Rorni.su k Inmih ii 01 In mnology
4. Experience in delivering tvpcf.i, > related course-*. I 01 example, since 1988
the Cary Graphic Arts ('olliiii.ni has sponsored Bo > Art* Institute work
shops, and the School of l'noinn: NLuia^enwui and Vi<n>ce> ha* j" .i.sored an
annual Letterforms Symposium, .uterkird bv m internal lorvti ludienn ofprofes
sionals.The Frederic W. Goudv Award is ptesent.il during the Svmposium.
5. Registration of new typefaces KI 1 's School ol Printing M.m i^cnunt and
Sciences already has ten thousand tvpef.K. names registctcd I lie ( ioudy
Center is the world's central location f.>i this much-needed service
6. Outstanding press and pre- press equipment, which provides a potential for
ancillary courses in which (enter participants an test their designs. The
Integrated Pre-press Electronic Labor. id >rv is an ide.J place for the Goudy
Center to hold its workshops.
- 7'
^/XttheTYPEyoConference (Oxford University, September tggo), more thanfive hundred
designers, calligraphers, and typophilesgathered to discus the current status of type. One of the
questionsmostfrequentlyposed to thepresenters was: "Is there anyplace wherewecango to learn
whatyou have learned?" The answer most commonlygiven was: "Sorry, no. You have to learn
ityourself." If While it is true that on-the-job training is the only way togain work experience,
it ispossible to speed up the learningprocess through a customizedprogram ofstudy at the Goudy
Centerfor Font Technology and Aesthetics.
If Program of Study
The program of study is organized into a set of core courses, covering
letterform design, fundamentals of type use and anatomy, digital type design,
typeface recognition, and document design, augmented withmore advanced,
or subject-specific courses and workshops. The latter cover such areas as
calligraphy, the history, technology, andmarketingoftype, printing processes,
legal issues, financial considerations, and design software analysis.The courses
range in length from ten days to ten weeks.
core courses
Introduction to the Use of Type: Fundamentals of typography and the proper use
of type.
Advanced Document Design: Development of skills in producing complex docu
ments that are typographically sound, aesthetically pleasing, and easily read.
Letterform Design: Fundamentals of letterform design, done by hand with
traditional tools (pen, pencil, French curve, etc.).
Digital Type Design: Letterforms created in Letterform Design course are
digitized. Tools are electronic, including but not limited to software such as
Ikarus M, Fontographer, and FontStudio. Kerning pairs, building fonts,
creating special orpi characters, and fontmetrics are someofthe special topics
discussed in this course.
additional courses
Calligraphy: An important discipline in the study of letterform design. For
some students this is an end in itself; for others it is another skill whichmight
be applied to type design. This course is taught by both local and visiting
calligraphers.
TheHistory of Type: Taught strictly as a history course, tracing the development
of the letter from inscriptional forms to the present. Outside historians are
brought in to teach their subject of interest. During the summer "Type
History
Festivals"
may be offered, attracting participants not onlywith design
interests but those with scholarly and academic interests. This would be
viewed by many as a major contribution to the perpetuation of type history.
Type Marketing: How type has been marketed. Includes an examination of
presentmethods, the creation ofmarketing programs, the design ofspecimen
sheets, books, posters, and the like.
Technology of Type: How type was created in the past and how it is created today.
Experts in their various fields are asked to participate as lecturers.
Legal Issues of Type: Covers the copyrighting and licensing of type designs, with
discussions of the legal problems in various countries and how they are
treated.
International Typeface Issues: Includes discussions of variations in character sets,
coding standards, and developing a sensitivity to religious or cultural
concerns with respect to typeface design. Specific needs include the develop
ment of:
i. Catalogue of typeface names.
2. Specification of ISO/IHC 9S41-1-1991 attributes for each font
reference class.
3. Complete ISO/1EC 9541-1 Annex A (Typeface design groupings
and reconciliation).
Printing Processes: Analysis of the different printing processes and how they
affect type design.
Color and Its Effects on Type: Analysis of effects of color in typography.
-9"
In addition to theProgram ofStudy, the Center sponsors SpecialPrograms, OutreachPrograms,
Industry Sponsored Design Workshops, and Research and Information Dissemination.
If Special Programs
Custom Type Development Programs: Typeface designs are created for special groups,
i.e. government, academic, and corporate. Designs become property of the
client funding their creation.
Associationfor Font Information Interchange (AFII): This already existing organiza
tion may be housed in the Center. IfAFII becomes the recognized authority
for the registration ofglyphs as planned, it is logical to have it associatedwith
the Center. AFII can enlist students to design glyphs that are to be registered.
Students will gain exposure to an international assortment of type designs
and will gain practical knowledge.
If Outreach Programs
Establish a "Teaching Center for the Third
World"
having the following
objectives:
i. Teach Third World graduate students Desktop Publishing.
2. Provide scholarships to the Center.
3. Accelerate work on non-Latin writing scripts.
Follow up with typeface design grouping systems, and developmulticultural
document creation skills.
Establish associations in the different script regions to create a communica
tion system. Benefits accrue when blind, open document interchange and
document retrieval systems exist on a global scale. Alumni from the world's
leading printing schools are encouraged to direct contributions toward
specific facilities.
1? Industry Sponsored Design Workshops
Workshops supported by industry will supplement themain program. They
could be sponsored by major type vendors, including Bitstream, Adobe,
Linotype, URW, etc. A type designer from one of the companies may teach
a workshop in which students start, finish or continue the development of a
font. The students will have access to professional type designers, while the
vendors will have access to potential new designers.These workshops will be
open to all and will be particularly appealing to students wanting focused
coursework on type, but who are enrolled in art programs at such schools as
Pratt, RISD and Yale.
As an extension of the workshop, scholarships may be established. Sponsor
ing companieswill contribute the course fee to adeserving student, preselected
by a joint committee from Rochester Institute of Technology and the
sponsoring company. These scholarships will be publicized and are much
sought after. A sponsoring company may have first refusal rights to fonts
designed by a student it supports, as well as the opportunity to offer
employment to students.
1? Research and Information Dissemination
Research and Information Dissemination includes the following:
i. Typeface Name Registry
2. Typeface Designer Registry
3. Typeface Grouping System
4. Cross-referencing ofTypeface Names
5. Document Design and Electronic Dissemination
A major problem exists in the realm of communication via computer: there
is no guarantee that a document created by one person can be read by another
with a different operating system. We here at Rochester Institute ofTechnol
ogy were initially involved in the creation ofan ISO standard that establishes
the parameters needed to enable a document to be electronically transferred
and read by people at different workstations, regardless of systems used.
If Research and Information Dissemination (continued)
There have been numerous attempts to solve the problem of blind inter
change ofdocuments and themaintaining ofappearance and content fidelity.
Sending the font with the document is one potential solution; another is
enabling a typeface to be in effect molded to conform to the type that it is
substituting for, bymaking an
'elastic'
serifand sans serif face. Using fontless
printers is another potential solution. All of these are issues which warrant
further research.
If Faculty/Administration
Teaching personnel for the Center draws upon outside experts as well as a
cadre of internal faculty at Rochester Institute ofTechnology. In particular,
faculty from the School ofPrintingManagement and Sciences, the School of
Photographic Arts and Sciences, the Center for Imaging Science, the School
of Computer Science and the School of Art and Design are invited to
participate.
Archie Provan, Professor, School ofPrinting Management and Sciences, is
the Director of the Center. An advisory committee, made up of representa
tives from major computer companies and font manufacturers, advises and
monitors theCenter.HermannZapfis the honorary chairman. TheAdvisory
Committee and faculty are working to rapidly establish the Center's
reputation.
If Commitment
Those companies that have agreed to support theGoudy International Center
do so by offering equipment, software, or release time for employees to teach
specific seminars or classes. The School of Printing Management and
Sciences provides its full support and encouragement.
If Commitment (continued)
At the initial meeting of the Advisory Committee in October, 1992, four
companies gave us their supportmonetarily, and the representatives ofseveral
other companies indicated their support of the Center in equipment and
release time for employees to teach seminars at the Center.With this generous
support from our initial benefactors, we have been given the impetus to cast
ourselves into the forefront .is has always been the tradition of the School of
Printing Management and Sciences.
If History
MatthewCarter, Cynthia Holl.indsu. nth, SteveMatteson, and JulianWaters
led the Center's first workshop series on October 5, 6, 7, 1992. Participants
came from throughout the United St.ite-s and abroad, representing a wide
range of typographic and lettering professions. Institute-wide seminars are
being offered for faculty and staff, starting in January, 1993, with a 'Typogra
phy on the Mac and PC series. Plans for several 1993-1994 public seminars
are underway.
For more information about the Goudy International Center for Font
Technology and Aesthetics, please contact Margaret von Koschembahr,
Senior Program Director, at 716-475-2052, or 716-475-7029 (fax).
Direct correspondence to:
The Goudy International Center
for Font Technology and Aesthetics
School of Printing Management and Sciences
Rochester Institute of Technology
One Lomb Memorial Drive
Rochester, New York 14623-0887 USA
Membership in the Goudy International
Center for Font Technology and Aesthetics
Annualmembership in the Centerprovides benefits at thefollowing levels:
If Corporate Founder ($50,000)
1. Special recognition as a founding member of the Center.
2. Graduate fellowship bearing the company's name. Each
year the graduate student receiving the fellowship willmake
a presentation at one of the biannualmeetings sponsored by
the Center.
3. All the benefits of Organizational Membership (listed
below) for three years.
If Organizational Members ($10,000)
1. Opportunity to send representatives to biannualmeetings
at theGoudy International Center for FontTechnology and
Aesthetics. These will be concerned with such matters as:
faculty and student research reports and thesis topics,
member company research and product development
reports, seminars concerning state-of-the-art advances in
typeface design, and updates on related undergraduate and
graduate programs.
2. Opportunity for informal interaction with the faculty,
staff, and students of the School of Printing Management
and Sciences and with other members.
3. Opportunity to send one attendee, at no additional charge,
to each symposium, short course or other supplemental
teaching forum at the Goudy International Center for Font
Technology and Aesthetics.
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Membership in the Goudy International
Center for Font Technology and Aesthetics
1? OrganizationalMembers ($10,000)
4. Access to all appropriate research generated by the Center.
5. Invitations to allMelbert B.Cary, Jr. Graphic Arts Collec
tion functions.
6. Opportunity to make early contact with students as
potential employees. The Center will assist in this effort by
facilitating interviews between students and recruiters and
by supplying each member with a semiannual booklet of
student biographies. Students will also have contact with
members bymaking presentations at the biannual meetings.
7. Consulting services for a minimal fee, to assist member
companies in printing and publishing design projects.
8. Ten free searches regarding typeface registration.
If Associate Membership ($5,000)
Benefits 1-5 ofOrganizational Membership above.
If Individual ($2,500)
In order to make the resources of the Center available to
independent designers as well as companies, these member
ships are available for individuals with the same privileges as
Associate Memberships.
Note: Students of any institution may attend all public
events of the Centerfree of charge.
If
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The Qoudy
International Center
for FONTTECHNOLOGY AND AESTHETICS
welcomes
internationalTyj)^acc Corporation,
.as an Associate Member for the period of
march 31, 1993 through march 31, 1994
Benefits include:
1. Opportunity to send representatives to biannual meetings at the Goudy
International Center for Font Technology and Aesthetics. These will be
concernedwith such matters as: faculty and student research reports and thesis
topics,member company research and product development reports, seminars
concerning state-of-the-art advances in typeface design, and updates on related
undergraduate .and graduate programs.
2. Opportunity for informal interaction with the faculty, staff, and students of
the School of Printing Management and Sciences and with other members.
3. Opportunity to send one attendee, at no additional charge to each sympo
sium, short course, or other supplemental teaching forum at the Goudy
International Center for Font Technology and Aesthetics.
4. Access to all appropriate research generated by the Goudy Center.
5. Invitations to all Melbert B. Cary, Jr. Graphic Arts Collection functions.
Thank you for your generous support.
centerpoints
the-goudyinternationalcenterforfont technologyand-aesthetics
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*/ am the voice, the
heraldof tomorrow. . .
I coin foryou the
enchanting tale, the
philosopher's moralizing,
and thepoet's visions . . .
I am the leaden army
that conquers the world -
I am TYPE."
FredericW. Goudy
October Design Workshops
Mark Center's Premiere
This past October 5, 6, and 7, 1992, The
Goudy International Center for Font
Technology and Aesthetics held its first
workshop series in the School ofPrinting at
Rochester Institute of Technology. The daytime
workshops focused on principles of alphabet de
sign, led by internationally renown calligrapher/
lettererJulianWaters, and type
face designwithFontographer,
led by internationally renown
type designerMatthew Carter.
Eveningworkshops focusedon
typeface hinting technology
withMonotype'sTypeProduc
tion Director Steve Matteson,
and typefacedesign protection,
with Agfa's U.S. Marketing
Manager, "Type
Evangelist,"
and official spokesperson
CynthiaHollandsworth.
Theworkshopswere offeredbothas a package
and on an individual basis,with registration limited
to twelve. All but two of the eleven participants
were enrolled in the full workshop series. Among
the participants, who came from throughout the
United States, Canada, and Great Britain, were:
calligraphers, type designers, a publications de
signer, auniversitypress typographer/designer, stu
dents of typography and design, and a typesetting
supervisor for a large gas company.
Julian
Waters' 'Principles ofAlphabet
Design'
workshop examined the basic rules ofproportion,
stress, weight, contrast, spacing, and the like, that
are inherentnot only in good calligraphybutalso in
successful typeface design. Students used pencils,
and pen and ink on paper to design and render
characters which they would ultimately scan and
digitize inMatthewCarter'sTypefaceDesignwith
Fontographer workshop. Several of the partici
pants brought existing designs to be critiqued and
to build into complete alphabets.
In the two-dayFontographerworkshop, stu
dents were introduced to the first principles of
"After two days,manyofthe
students . . . were well into
digitizing a complete upperand
lowercase alphabet, with
stunning
results."
designing and spacing type using Fontographer, a
type design program for theMacintosh that allows
designers to digitize letterforms on screenandmake
them into fonts in various formats including
PostScript Type 1. Students scanned their hand-
renderedletterforms, .and imported these scans into
Fontographer. After two days, many of the stu
dents, almost all ofwhom had
had little orno previous experi
ence with the program, were
well into digitizing a complete
upper and lower case alphabet,
with stunning results.
The evening workshops
enhanced the program with
practical information for the
typeface designer. Cynthia
Hollandsworth discussed with
participants the various ways
that a designer can practically
and affordably protect their typeface design, under
copyright, patent and trademark laws in theUnited
States. She reviewed government forms and out
lined areas in which legal advice is needed, as well.
In Steve Matteson's workshop, participants
gained a basic understanding of various hinting
technologies, such as Type 1 and TrueType, and
how hinting would apply to their individual
letterform designs.Hints are advanced grid-fitting
algorithms which when applied in digitizing a
typeface, preserve some of the subdeties ofdesign
and therefore enhance low resolution appearances.
The most exciting aspect of the workshops
was the steady stream of enthusiastic discussion
among students andbetweenworkshop leaders and
students.There was throughout the three days and
nights ofworkshops, a very palpable high energy
present.Herewere participants representing a vari
ety of backgrounds and provenances, at the same
time linked by a strong current; namely, a keen
interest in the design, history, form, and use of
letterforms.We were very excitedby the outcomes
.and look forward to future workshops. -MLvK
